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career path, as if oblivious that her own lack of inner
drive seems to be the cause of her stagnation. Fortunately,
it appears that her commanders appreciate this quality in
her, as she is one of their most reliable warriors.

NAME: ANICETO TUVIDA
FACTION: House Liao
REGIMENT: Confederation
Reserve Cavalry
’MECH: Stinger

Record No
FP-140-01

DOB: 05/01/3112
HAIR: Blond
EYES: Blue

Aniceto Tuvida is a veritable Capellan poster child—an
utter conformist to the ideals and policies of House Liao.
As a citizen of her people, she is everything a Capellan
could ever hope to aspire to, but as a person she is
mind-achingly dull. Lacking any sense of initiative or
personality, it is quite amazing that Tuvida managed to
complete her training as a MechWarrior, and she is almost
guaranteed never to surpass her current station. Despite
this, however, she seems perfectly content on her mediocre
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The Stinger design was almost a century old when
the original Star League collapsed, and over a quarter of a
million of them had been produced by the time the Word of Blake
launched their Jihad. Many of these machines, still in their
original configurations, had long been eclipsed as recon elements,
prompting legions of refits tailored for other duties, such as
pacification and conventional support. The Taurian Concordat, one
of the Periphery’s most industrially developed realms, produced
the model today piloted by Aniceto Tuvida.
Tuvida’s Stinger, nicknamed “Hidden Shock,” was captured by
Capellan troops during the Victoria War against the Federated
Suns, apparently after being captured before a disastrous raid
against House Davion. Armed with heavy rocket launchers and a
medium laser, this machine delivers a surprising punch that Tuvida
is only too happy to direct against her Chancellor’s enemies.

’MECH: STINGER
Serial Number: TC4699-131K
Mass: 20 tons
Chassis: Earthwerks STG
Power Plant: Vox 120
Cruising Speed: 65 kph
Maximum Speed: 97 kph
Jump Jets: Rawlings 52
Armor: Durallex Light Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Diverse Optics Extended-Range
Medium Laser
2 Death Blossom 15 Pack Rocket
Launchers

